RE: Bravo Fiberglass Sumps and Alternative fuels

This letter is to certify the compatibility of Bravo (S. Bravo Systems, Inc.) Single and Double Wall Fiberglass Containment Sumps with Alternative Fuels such as Biodiesel and Ethanol blended fuels. It also addresses compatibility with DEF Diesel Exhaust Fluid.

Bravo Fiberglass products are engineered with the same UL Listed materials used in the manufacture and certification of Fiberglass Tanks, matching the UL Standard 1316. Since our Fiberglass containment sumps are Built like a Tank, they can withstand continuous fuel exposure to Biodiesel, Ethanol and Alcohol blends without failure.

All DoubleWall Containment Sumps are engineered to be fully compliant with the California State Water Resource Control Board Assembly Bill AB-2481 for DoubleWall Sumps and Continuous Monitoring Systems.

The following Single and Double Wall Containment Sumps manufactured by Bravo Systems in Commerce, California are compatible with Biodiesel and Ethanol fuel blends up to B100 and E100, respectively.

> B3XX Series Spill Buckets
> B4XX Series Tank Sumps & Covers
> B5XX Series Planter Transition Sumps
> B6XX Series Walkover Transition Sumps
> B7XX Series H-20 Rated Transition Sumps
> B8XX Series Transition Sumps
> B1XXX Series UDC Sumps
> B7XXX Series UDC Sumps
> B8XXX Series UDC Sumps
> B9XXX Series UDC Sumps

Bravo Systems also certifies that these products are compatible with and approved for use in secondarily containing DEF Diesel Exhaust Fluid.

Each respective Series may be UL Listed in addition to being manufactured of UL recognized materials approved for use in the manufacture of Fiberglass UST tanks. Any other relevant documentation will be located in the documents area of each product’s respective webpage.

Please feel free to contact us with any questions you may have at 800-AT-BRAVO.

Additionally, you may find further information at www.sbravo.com.

Sincerely,

Jonathan E. Smith
Director of Brand Management
S. Bravo Systems, Inc.